**NOW SHIPPING CARE PACKAGES**
DIRECTLY TO YOUR DOOR, OVERNIGHT AND NATIONWIDE, SIX DAYS A WEEK.

Our sweets are a delicious way to send someone a hug or a high five (even if that someone is yourself). Just choose your treats and delivery date! We hand-pack every care package to order and ship overnight nationwide, directly from our commissary, insulated and cold-packed so they arrive fresh & perfect.

**SEND-A-PACKAGE**
Create a care package for someone awesome. Pick your treats, add a message, and decorate your box — we’ll take care of the rest. (Located in the Minimart).

**CLASSROOM**
Get schooled on everyone’s favorite subject: dessert! Learn the hands-on techniques that make our Milk Bar layer cakes, pies, and truffles so magical (and take home whatever you make).

**BUILD-A-CAKE**
Design the ultimate layer cake from icing to filling to the crumbs on top. Book a 1x1 jam session with a Milk Bar baker and watch as it becomes a reality — in 30 minutes flat.

**BUILD-A-COOKIE**
Create your very own oversized cookie (so big it serves 6) just the way you like it with the help of a Milk Bar baker, hot and ready in half an hour.

**LAB L Ab LAB**
Get a front row taste of never-before-seen menu items, straight from our test kitchen. For more information, call 1-833-MILKLAB or follow @MILKBARLAB on Instagram.

**FRESH SWEETS, SHIPPED OVERNIGHT**

**ONLY AT THE NYC FLAGSHIP!**

**MILK BAR STORE .COM**

**TREATS INSIDE**

**MILK BAR**
WELCOME TO THE NYC FLAGSHIP, A CHOOSE-YOUR-OWN-ADVENTURE SPACE DESIGNED TO FEED YOUR CREATIVITY AND YOUR SWEET TOOTH.
CAKE
SLICE $9 (GF $11)
6" CAKE $50 (GF $65)
10" CAKE $115 (GF $130)
B’DAY CAKE
340 CAL/SLICE
Vanilla B’Day cake layered with B’Day frosting, B’Day crumbs, and rainbow sprinkles.
(GF) B’DAY CAKE
350 CAL/SLICE
Same as above, minus the gluten.
CHOCOLATE B’DAY CAKE
320 CAL/SLICE
Rich chocolate cake loaded with chocolate chips, vanilla B’Day frosting, B’Day crumbs, and rainbow sprinkles.

MILK BAR PIE
SLICE $6 / WHOLE $46
300 CAL/SLICE
Gooey, buttery goodness in a hearty toasted oat cookie crust. Sweet, salty, sticky.

CAKE TRUFFLES
EACH $2.25
3 PACK $6
DOZEN $24
B’DAY TRUFFLES
130 CAL/EA
Rainbow-flecked, vanilla-infused cake morsels, coated in a barely-there drizzle of white chocolate and rolled in B’Day crumbs.
(GF) B’DAY TRUFFLES
130 CAL/EA
Same as above, minus the gluten.

COOKIES
$2.75 EA
CORNFLAKE CHOCOLATE CHIP MARSHMALLOW COOKIE
320 CAL/EA
A crunchy, chewy riff on the classic chocolate chip packed with cornflakes and marshmallows.

COMPOST COOKIE*
320 CAL/EA
A sweet and salty kitchen sink cookie with chocolate chips in a graham cracker base — plus pretzels, potato chips, coffee, oats, and butterscotch.

CORN COOKIE
330 CAL/EA
The down-home flavor of your favorite cornbread, captured in a cookie.

BLUEBERRY & CREAM COOKIE*
320 CAL/EA
A miffin top masquerading as a cookie. Sugar cookie dough, milk crumbs, and chewy dried blueberry morsels.

CHOCOLATE-CHOCOLATE COOKIE
340 CAL/EA
Deeply dense and fudgy dough with bit of crunch and a hint of salt. Looks like a cookie, tastes like a brownie.

CONFETTI COOKIE
310 CAL/EA
A fluffly, chewy, buttery sugar cookie, with a B’Day punch of vanilla and rainbow sprinkles.

BREADS
$4.5 EA
BAGEL BOMB
370 CAL/EA
Pillow dough covered in the seeds, spices, and seasonings you know and love, then filled with classic scallion cream cheese and bits of smoky bacon.

Eggplant Parm Bomb
330 CAL/EA
Warm layers of breaded eggplant and tomato-basil sauce with melty mozzarella and parmesan cheese.

Italian Hero Bomb
360 CAL/EA
Stacks of genoa salami, hot capicola, provolone cheese, and crunchy, tangy giardiniera.

Pepperoni Bomb
410 CAL/EA
Pizza dough packed with pepperoni, parmesan, mozzarella, and hearty marinara sauce.

SOFT SERVE
CUP $5.5
PINT $11
TOPPINGS $1
*TRY THEM AS A TWIST*
CEREAL MILK*
130 CAL/CUP
A creamy creation inspired by the milk at the bottom of your cereal bowl (ideal for AM or PM consumption). Top with cornflake crunch.

BABYSHAKE $6 / REG $9
B’DAY
320/630 CAL
CRUNCHY CEREAL
130/260 CAL
CHOCOLATE B’DAY
340/680 CAL

MILKSHAKES™
Sippable mixes made with our favorite combos of soft serve, cookies, cake, and pie.

ASK ABOUT OUR SEASONAL FLAVORS!
CAKE + TRUFFLES + MILKSHAKES

(GF) GLUTEN-FREE  (V) VEGAN
2,000 CALORIES A DAY IS USED FOR GENERAL NUTRITION ADVICE. CALORIE NEEDS MAY VARY. ADDITIONAL NUTRITION INFORMATION AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST